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A Miami, le juge Gibbs est la terreur de la pègre. Avec lui, les truands sont assurés d''en prendre pour le
maximum. Il n''a pratiquement que des ennemis. Mais lequel aura été assez fou pour déposer un alligator
affamé dans son jardin ? Une ex-sirène (légèrement déjantée), miss Chichi, une jeune et appétissante
auxiliaire de justice, une petite esclave noire morte depuis 135 ans et les redoutables frères Crowe, ploucs
bornés et psychopathes, ajoutent leur poignée de piment à la vie du juge infernal, surnommé "Maximum
Bob".Un thriller époustouflant par l''auteur de Zigzag Movie."Elmore Léonard ne cesse de devenir meilleur
au fil des ans. Il nous laisse tous - nous les autres auteurs de romans policiers - verts de jalousie." (Tony
Hillerman)
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From reader reviews:
John Lee:
Nowadays reading books become more and more than want or need but also turn into a life style. This
reading routine give you lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge your
information inside the book which improve your knowledge and information. The data you get based on
what kind of publication you read, if you want send more knowledge just go with education books but if you
want experience happy read one using theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. The actual
Maximum Bob is kind of reserve which is giving the reader capricious experience.

Gale Kizer:
The book untitled Maximum Bob contain a lot of information on this. The writer explains your girlfriend
idea with easy technique. The language is very straightforward all the people, so do not really worry, you can
easy to read that. The book was written by famous author. The author will bring you in the new age of
literary works. You can actually read this book because you can keep reading your smart phone, or gadget,
so you can read the book in anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can
open their official web-site along with order it. Have a nice study.

Loretta Faria:
In this particular era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability in doing something more are
more precious than other. Do you want to become one among it? It is just simple way to have that. What you
are related is just spending your time little but quite enough to experience a look at some books. On the list
of books in the top record in your reading list is actually Maximum Bob. This book which can be qualified as
The Hungry Inclines can get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking right up and review this
book you can get many advantages.

Teresa Obannon:
A lot of guide has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by world wide web on social
media. You can choose the most effective book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever by searching
from it. It is named of book Maximum Bob. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without causing the
printed book, it might add your knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most essential that, you
must aware about publication. It can bring you from one location to other place.
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